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Photographic Therapy
The Power of Photography to Help Build or Rebuild Self-Esteem

Preface

Since the article “Posing naked for a women’s magazine felt brave and shocking,” by Melissa
Whitworth came out in the UK version of Glamour magazine, the photographic therapy
(phototherapy, therapeutic photography) topic has risen in photography forums worldwide.
In fact, the day after that article, I was interviewed by the journalist-psychologist Clara Soares
from the largest, weekly Portuguese newsmagazine, Visão. She would go on to quote me in their

own article on the topic of photographic therapy. Soon after that interview, I noticed the topic on
a photography and model forum and as I engaged in the conversation, one female photographer
responded, “...but I think that saying photography is therapy IS psycho-babble.”

Photography as
therapy is not psychobabble. I can tell you
story after story, like
one about a young
woman, a former
military police
sergeant in the U.S.
Army, who had been
physically abused by
her ex-husband. She is
intelligent, beautiful,
and stands 5’-10” tall.
I photographed her for
Playboy; she’s in my
first photography
book; and she modeled
for me in some of my
glamour photography
workshops after
leaving the U.S. Army.
She once told me that
the process of our
photo shoot, “made me
feel like a woman
again.” She’s now a
federal lawenforcement agent,
remarried with a
family.
I had another subject
whose husband left her
for her own
bridesmaid. She’d just
returned from
completing the U.S. Air Force Officer Candidate School and found her clothes thrown on the
front porch and her husband in bed with her best friend. She divorced him immediately. Prior to
her military enlistment she had been a state beauty pageant queen and won the “Miss
Photogenic” award.
She was so hurt by this betrayal that she hated men for some time afterwards. During the
phototherapy process, she told me, “This makes me feel beautiful and like a woman again.” Now
happily remarried to a military pilot, with children, and she’s honorably discharged from the
military.

Another subject I was hired to photograph for a bariatric surgeon friend of mine was 31 years of
age when she lost 131 pounds as a result of the procedure. She’d come over for the “after” photo,
usually a one-hour photography session where the subject is photographed up against a plain,
seamless, background paper to illustrate how much weight she’d lost.
I loved her charismatic qualities and inner- and outer-beauty, so I asked her to let me photograph
her in a more “glamour” photo — with clothes.
She mentioned no man had ever given her a second look and just to be in front of the camera,
“made her feel beautiful and like a woman again.”
After the shoot, both she
and my 265-pound
assistant at the time — a
tough guy who looked like
he was a member of the
Mexican Mafia — cried
when I showed her the
photos on my Apple
Cinema Display
immediately after the
shoot. I did something I
rarely do. I burned a CD of
every photo taken and
handed it to her, free of
charge. There was no need
for post-production. She
gave me a big hug, tears
filling from her eyes. That
hug was my photographic
therapy.
Now, to the credit of the
photographer who called
photographic therapy
“psycho-babble,” she also
said, “An insecure woman
may trust the
photographer, but what if
she trusts the wrong
photographer? Wouldn’t
that do more damage than
good?”
She is absolutely correct.
The wrong photographer
working with someone in a

depressed state of mind can make that de- pression worse. Depression kills. Depression comes in
many forms, including postpartum depression. The problem is, most of the time we don’t know
what’s on a person’s mind, hence building rapport with the subject is critically important before,
during, and after the shoot. Without prying much a photographer should know enough about the
subject to understand her state of mind, but he or she can never replace a trained, medical
professional.
A photographer must learn when to listen and know when to ask the right questions, how to ask
them, where to ask them, and why to ask them, to help build that rapport and better understand
the subject.
If a photographer’s subject suffers from depression and that photographer doesn’t know how to
recognize it, no matter how slight the depression may be, it can lead to a bad situation. A
photographer should realize that photography is only a “layer” of treatment in helping to build or
rebuild self- esteem. It’s no substitute for a therapy session conducted by a trained, medical
professional.
Statistically, there are more male photographers than females, and even though some males feel
they understand women, they will never know what it’s like to be a woman. Motherhood is a
good example. Unless a photographer has delivered a baby, I doubt he or she understands what
it’s like to give birth. “New mothers” go through a complete body change after childbirth.

Photography is awesome and when done well it can make moms feel more secure about
themselves again. So, bravo to the photographer on the forum who raised the subject, be- cause a
photographer who doesn’t know what he or she is doing, can make postpartum depression worse
— even deadly.
This leads me to another
photographic therapy
experience. I had a subject who
was eight weeks into
motherhood with her first child.
Her figure was gorgeous,
though she didn’t think so. She
wanted to rekindle the romance
with her husband of a few years
because she felt her body had
changed and she had to give so
much attention to her newborn
that she had little time for her
husband. She wanted to create
a surprise Valentine’s Day gift
for him. You could see her love
for him in her eyes as she asked
me to help her create the
perfect photographs of her for
this romantic moment. She
wanted to show him she was
still beautiful.
She hired me to photograph her
on the beach in conservative
swimwear and in some fashion
beach clothes. I photographed
her for two days, fully clothed.
Beach clothes and swimwear.
The most risqué́ outfit, if you
want to call it that, was a twopiece, full-bottom, bikini.
On Valentine’s Day, she
presented the photos from her phototherapy session to her husband with red wine, strawberries,
and chocolates after consuming the candle-lit dinner she’d carefully prepared all day. The baby
was with the sitter, so they could have this romantic time without interruption. She even
disconnected the telephone.

She later told me, “It was a long-overdue romantic, quality time with my husband.” All went
well until she proudly presented her hubby with these professional photographs. Perhaps it was
the wine, or the built-up sexual frustration, or his insensitivity, but ultimately, he accused her of
being a “slut,” a “whore,” a
“worthless piece of crap.”
All because she had posed
for photos taken by a male
photographer. They are now
divorced. She still cherishes
those photos and actually is
thankful that she found out
what kind of man she
married. She’s a proud
parent feeling sexier and
more secure than before
those photos were ever
taken.
Moral of that story: No
matter how good the
photography or
photographer, no matter
how much the subject needs
to go through the
photographic therapy
process, no matter how
good it makes the subject
feel, and how much it can
uplift self-esteem, others
can still destroy it.
Photographic therapy, I
might add, isn’t just for
women in their 30s, 40s or
even 50s. It has a lot to do with women of every age and perhaps society is the reason. The
minute we’re born, momma takes us to the grocery store. There we sit in the grocery cart. As
momma puts our baby food on the conveyer belt at the checkout counter, there are magazines
galore in every direction we look. Glamour, Cosmopolitan, Sports Illustrated Swimwear, the
weekly trashy rags too, all filled with buxom Barbie-looking beauties scantily dressed.
Young girls grow up with Barbie dolls, which are never over- weight or middle-aged. Society
trains them to believe that to capture your perfect male playmate — a tall, blonde, blue-eyed
“Ken”— they have to be a tall, slim, curvy, blonde “Barbie.”
As men, when we realize we are not Ken, even our self-esteem is hurt, but we accept who we are
and move on. We age gracefully with our salt-and-pepper beards and hair. Perhaps that’s why

many photographers, like myself, feel photographic therapy from the back of the camera, and
know we’re making our subjects happy with the results. It’s not our Ken-less looks that please
them.
Society teaches us that the perfect body comes in many forms. Fathers unknowingly add to that
impression just watching football on TV. When the video camera pans across the playing fields
broadcasting the sexy, slender, cheerleaders with their butts and cleavage hanging out of their
revealing mini-outfits, buxom beauties are subconsciously imprinted in our minds. Bookstores
across the world sell their cleavage-abundant calendars. We later put them on our walls or desks
to remind us year-round what we’ve been trained to like in women.

“Et Dieu... créa la femme...”
Entertainment media executives know sex sells. Years back, one of the hottest TV shows around
the world was “Baywatch,” which was often nicknamed “Babe Watch.” Our own society has
programmed us to accept certain things, which explains why the United States is a leader in the
number of breast implants and plastic surgery. I’m even sure the same holds true for tanning
salons and Botox treatments. We are guilty, even I, as a photographer whose portfolio includes
Playboy Playmate beauties, of creating this perception.

Do I regret it? No. I enjoy making women feel great about themselves with my camera. My
finished photos and post- production with Adobe® Photoshop fills in the gaps to help them look
like the Barbie dolls they never will be. Perhaps that’s why the term “Photoshopped” was coined,
because like a darkroom, it allows for corrections of blemishes (with the clone tool) and the
flattening of stomachs (with the liquify tool). “Heck, you want big breasts, no problem — just
liquify them right in with Photoshop,” is something I’ve heard photographers tell models at some
of my workshops.
Subjects and inexperienced photographers should also note that magazine covers are almost
always retouched. Thighs are slimmed down, imperfections on complexions are cleaned up,
waists are drawn in, etc.
In fact, most front-cover
photos are closer to photo
illustrations than original
photos. And the women
in those images probably
are so tweaked out in
post-production they
don’t really exist in that
form. Plus, don’t forget
that these subjects,
especially celebrities,
have fitness trainers,
nutritionists, publicists,
and a whole team to
ensure they look the way
they do.
These are material things
the average person can’t
afford or does not own.
Ask yourself, how many
people do you know who
have their own physical
trainer, nutritionist,
culinary chef, makeup
artist, stylist, personal
assistant, and a publicist
to help them look their
best at any given time?
I was hired by St.
Martin’s Press to

photograph a New York Times best-selling romance author, Lisa Kleypas, for her first
mainstream book at that time, Sugar Daddy. Lisa is used to the camera; at the time she had
authored over 20 books plus was a 42-year-old mother of two and explained to me before the
shoot that she didn’t want to look “fat” in her photos. I understood. The solution was simple: as
with any subject, you never shoot hips straight on, one hip is toward the camera and one hip is
away from the camera.
Lisa later wrote on her blog, “This is the photo that will go on the back of Sugar Daddy. Lisaau-casual. It was taken by an incredibly talented photographer, Rolando Gómez, who is great at
making women look their best. He finds the right angles and the right lighting, and he makes you
feel comfortable and unself-conscious. The photo hasn’t been touched up or Photoshopped...
which leads to the following confession: Before the first picture was even taken, I was looking
forward to that Photoshopping.”
As proven through her book sales, Lisa understands the female audience well and the market for
romance novels is extremely large in the book industry. Romance novels are the fairytales many
Barbies experienced, perhaps the foundation for those novels started at the Barbie stage,
obviously without the more provocative and sexually descriptive vocabulary.
The Internet model and photography websites are no different. I’ve seen profiles of models that
display anger because people criticize how they look in their more poorly done photos,
especially when the photographer does no post-production or doesn’t know how to do it
properly. Thankfully for them, a seasoned professional photographer knows photogenic beauty

when he or she sees it and normally does not judge a model’s talent for lack of the
photographer’s talent or Photoshopping skills.
I’ve been working on this book for what seems like 20 years because the experiences come from
almost 40 years as a professional photographer. This is not a book loaded with photos or photo
essays. Rather, it’s more a book of words. Perhaps a follow-up book will be more of a coffeetable book filled with images.
The more specific target
audience is people who
believe in the power of
photography to help build or
re-build self-esteem.
Ultimately, I hope that a
reader will come to realize
that a close friend or family
member is in need of a little
photographic therapy in his
or her life and will
recommend a wellresearched photographer.
And, hopefully,
photographers will learn
from this book by simply
understanding the
photographic therapy
process and scenarios.
While Melissa Whitworth’s
article in the UK’s version
of Glamour magazine was
about “nude” phototherapy
photography, I firmly
believe nudity is not a
requirement, although the
subject should have that as
an option.
The golden rule in any type
of photography, whether it’s
coined photographic therapy, phototherapy, therapeutic photography, etc., is that the
photographer should never force their subjects to pose in any manner they don’t want. It should
be a marriage of the minds between the subject and the professional photographer, a
collaboration to create photographs that will ultimately please the subject and enforce her selfesteem in a positive manner.

Nudity is not a requirement of your
subject during photographic therapy.
It’s ultimately your subject’s
decision if she will or will not pose
nude for the camera.
While many subjects think about
posing nude and how they might
feel doing so, a photographer should
never push their subjects in that
direction. This must be the subject’s
own decision. Often when a subject
discusses posing nude then decides
to give it a try, I capture her in a
more abstract or implied pose and
let her decide from that point on if
she wants to reveal more of her
body. Again, that is her decision.
I hope readers of this book will
conclude that someone they know
can relate to one of the stories I’ll
share and gain some insight into his
or her situation. For photographers, I
offer tips and advice that might
prove beneficial. Enjoy the book,
and remember, photography is
powerful, don’t misuse it.

Chapter One — The Art of Understanding
They say beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but is it? What is beauty?
According to the definition on Wikipedia.com, “There is evidence that a preference for beautiful
faces emerges early in child development, and that the standards of attractiveness are similar
across different genders and cultures.”
Your Subjects
Before photographers can
apply therapeutic values
with their craft, they must
understand their subjects.
And before subjects make
the choice of entering into a
photographic therapy
process, they must
understand their own needs.
Some subjects know their
needs, some don’t. A
veteran photographer can
usually make that
determination; an even
more experienced
photographer can help his
subjects understand those
needs. It’s not inappropriate
to ask a subject, “What are
these photos for?”
Understanding your subject
before creating art is not
new. Even Leonardo da
Vinci must have studied his
subject, Mona, the young
wife of Francesco del
Giocondo. Yes, the Mona
Lisa, known as La
Gioconda, displays her
captivating beauty and is
probably the most famous image of any woman. Understanding your subjects, primarily women,
is an art not easily understood by most photographers. And though I consider photographers as
artists, most are not Nobel Prize winners, nor do many hold psychology or sociology degrees
needed to help understand the human mind.

While I’m no psychologist, my own experience with subjects has given me the mental tools and
experience to better understand women. With that said, I’ve learned over the years that there are
many hypotheses that tend to explain women and their thoughts, yet no single theory has been
proven. Many theorists have failed to define predictable results in their beliefs about women. I
have no theory, but by virtue of being a photographer of women for almost four decades and
through the act of building rapport with my subjects, I feel I have an understanding better than
most men. I associate this more with the craft of photography because it allows me to view the
beauty of a woman through my camera lens and get close without physically violating her space.

Your Lens Is Their Mirror
Your lens is your subject’s mirror to her inner and outer beauty. Women behave differently in
front of the lens and react to a “proven, professional, glamour photographer,” who can make
them look like the images in his portfolio, unlike their behavior in front of the lens of a family
member or friend. I learned to find and capture their inner beauty over time, something with
which the average man has no experience.
I often get subjects who say, “Can you make me look like her?” as they point to an image in my
portfolio. Sometimes I even get, “She’s not that pretty, but can I pose on that same brown couch
where you photographed her?” The difference between the two subjects who made these
statements is that the first subject lacks confidence or self-esteem, while the second subject has
confidence and higher self-esteem. I’ll answer both of those questions with a noncommittal
statement like, “Every person photograph’s differently and photography is subjective, so let’s see

what we can come up with together to make your photo very unique and powerful. I’m fairly
sure you’ll love the results.”
Most people tend to look at how they are today, how society sees them today, how they see
society, but few look close at what has happened over time and how their own life
or upbringing has caused them to perceive life and elements of life in a certain manner.
Proof of that is when we see ourselves in a mirror, we rarely think about how we used to look.
We tend to see how we would like to look. We seldom see aging, we rarely see our own youth
inside. Maybe we should ask ourselves the next time we’re in front of the mirror, “What brought
us to look the way we
look now or why do we
see ourselves the way we
do? Why do we want to
look better in front of the
mirror? Is it for family,
friends and colleagues?
Why do we pick up a hair
brush or comb, why do we
apply lipstick on our lips
in front of the mirror?”
Similarly, why do women
have breast augmentation
when not for
reconstructive purposes?
Is it because they need
reassurance that society
accepts them, not for what
they are, but for what they
believe society expects
them to be while also
needing reassurance?
What they really see in
that mirror is their soul
and perhaps, at times,
they’re just trying to
soothe it. Don’t get me
wrong. I see no harm in
this, after all, high selfesteem is healthy for our
minds, and photography
can be just one tool or
“hairbrush” that gets us
one step closer to how
we’d like to look and feel.

In fact, a photograph can be the reassurance; like a mirror, it produces a reflective image of
ourselves.
Molded by Society
Women, from the day they are born, are inundated with what they should be or look like. As a
one-month-old baby, riding high atop the shopping cart as momma waits in the check-out line,
little miss lies on her back surrounded by copies of Vogue, Cosmopolitan, Glamour, Seventeen,
and other magazines with
beautiful models or
actresses scantily clad
with perfect complexions
and perfect bodies.
As babies, our minds are
sponges. We begin to
absorb information the
minute we are born, about
how to smile, what is hot
and cold, what a perfect
human should look like.
As we grow, we go up
and down the shopping
malls with Mom, passing
at least one store with
mannequins or large, lifelike posters of sexily
dressed teenagers or
young women.
It’s no surprise that even
at the college level,
retailers like Abercrombie
& Fitch, who once stated
on their own website’s
metadata description,
“Sexy, casual clothing
designed for the modern
collegiate lifestyle,”
continue to make an impression. I’m not pointing fingers, just painting it like it is. As I said
before, even photographers contribute to the world’s perception of the perfect woman. Young
girls today don’t want to be just any model; they want to be a Victoria’s Secret Angel.
Sex appeal is everywhere we turn. Shopping mall windows, grocery store point-of-purchase
displays, broadcast programs, the Internet, and spam mail — no one is immune, including our
children. Women are constantly being bombarded with creams that reduce or eliminate wrinkles,
tummy trimmers, teeth whiteners, and waistline-reducing diets. There’s a constant bombardment

of infomercials selling butt-tightening, stomach-flattening, and bust-building machines. Even
makeup with minerals or without — it’s all about beauty. The face, the body, the look. It’s what
we’re told is of the utmost importance.

Understanding Our Society
As photographers, if we want to understand what our subject wants, how she wants her image on
paper portrayed, we have to understand our society and why our subjects feel the way they do.
We can’t think like a man does; we have to think how a woman would want us to perceive her —
beautiful, gorgeous, sexy, slender, attractive, sensual, all the above. While men are being
spammed with Viagra®, Cialis® and Rogaine® emails, women are investigating the free breast
implant websites.
They do exist!
I’ve seen or heard of women who, while growing up, observed their fathers, brothers, boyfriends,
husbands, or some other male influence in their lives, looking through Playboy or Sports
Illustrated Swimwear not to mention Victoria’s Secret catalogues. We grew up watching
programs on television like “Baywatch,” nicknamed “Babe Watch,” or the latest “T&A” show,
and cameramen zooming in on cheerleaders during professional sports games.
There was even once the “Man Show,” which bombard us with even more bombshells. And if
you miss prime-time television during the day, you can always find someone gone wild and
purchase their videos or call in on a chat line during those after-hour infomercials.

I have yet to meet a subject who didn’t grow up with Barbie or other dolls. When is the last time
you saw an overweight Barbie, or a Barbie with pimples, a thick waist, crooked teeth or A-cup
breasts? They say beauty is in the eye of the beholder, but is it? What is beauty?
It’s funny how we live in a society that ties things to “political correctness” and being “political
correct,” but we rarely verbalize “physically correct” or “societal correctness.” I believe it’s
society and peer pressure that force women to stand in front of the mirror to verify their
cleavage, check their lower curves, slap on the mascara, line the lips and inspect the correctness
of their hair. Men gawk, stare, whistle, chastise and send all those verbal and visual messages,
which some women enjoy while others hate.
Local beauty pageants, homecoming queens, Miss U.S.A, Miss Universe are equally to blame
because they tend to display taller, slender women who must smile as they walk down the
runway in high heels that make their bottoms bounce for the judges. Throw in the school
yearbook’s most likely to succeed section and the local society or fashion pages and it’s one big
mix of cultural requirements for acceptance.
Mix in social media like Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, etc., plus insta-chat apps and the
explosion of “selfies” along with reality TV shows, and women are competing for the spotlight,
or reassurances. Some are obsessed with the amounts of “favs” or “likes” along with “followers”
or “fans” they can get; it’s as though it’s a numbers perception game for who is “hotter” than
who.

You have a world created on canned looks that’s well documented through the camera lens, with
no one really even interested in the subject’s true character. This is my perception, proven by
what I have heard and observed as a professional photographer. It’s not meant to put anyone
down; it’s meant to help us understand ourselves, who we are, why we are the way we are, and
why we do the things we do.
Scientific Evidence and
Theories
There are those who will do
their best to prove me wrong.
They don’t know what I’ve
experienced, both as a Latin and
as a photographer. They won’t
change my mind unless they can
prove me wrong through
scientific evidence. There are
many theories about women.
Science proves women see
better than men because their
eyes have more rods and cones
within their optical anatomy and
it’s also proven most women
hear better than men. I’ve seen
that with my own eyes and
heard it with my own ears, so
I’ll have to agree with those two
points.
One must understand that while
the human body is understood
through the study of biology,
our psyche is shaped by society.
So, when we are concerned
about our physical appearance in
front of the mirror or a camera,
this concentration of thoughts
impacts the psyche and impacts
our self-esteem.
If we were to start with the anatomy, maybe we’d begin to paint a better picture in our minds
about our female subjects. However, anatomy goes beyond breasts and bottoms. It’s about the
whole package and how it synchronizes with a woman’s inner-self. Photography should do the
same. We photograph the outside based on what we see in the inside, through the eyes of the
subject. As the saying goes, “the eyes are the windows to the soul.”

Perhaps it should be
restated that the eyes
are the entryway to the
heart and mind of our
photographic subjects.
A photographer must
learn to go beyond
what he or she sees on
the outside and learn
how to find what’s on
the inside. When the
photographer fully
understands his
subject, inside and
out, photographic
therapy will be
effective. He’ll be able
to capture that smile,
the harmony between
the corners of the eyes
and lips of your
subject’s face.
Don’t be fooled by
thinking the sight of
teeth is the signal
you’ve achieved that
smile. On the
contrary, look at the
Mona Lisa — do you
see teeth? No, but
she’s smiling — and
she’s not wearing
veneers!

Chapter Three — Find That Smile and Capture It

The “Mona Lisa” is a great example of a perfect smile.
Photographers shouldn’t preoccupy themselves with a model’s clothes, or what part of her body
is showing or not showing, until a photographer has learned to create a smile properly. Just by
reading this book, a potential subject has taken the first step if she is interested in photographic
therapy.
Finding That Smile
A photographic therapy
smile separates pictures
from photographs. The
smile is the visual signature
of the image — revealing all
emotions and establishing
the mood of the
image. In typical down-thestreet photography studios,
the teeth in the subject’s
smile are the primary
element sought after by
photographers. Although
extremely important when
photographing high school
seniors, bridal portraits or
families, in a photographic
therapy smile, teeth are not
necessarily required to make
a successful photograph.
In photographic therapy, a
smile takes a whole new
form. It doesn’t come from
the teeth, it comes from the
corners of the eyes and
mouth being in direct
harmony with each other.
This harmony is just like the
harmony created between
the subject and the
photographer, the smile
being the visual symbol of
this result.

In this genre, when a smile starts with the eyes and connects through strong, imaginary lines to
the curves of the lips, it invokes reaction from the viewer. Much like imaginary S-curves or
imaginary diagonals, imaginary lines connecting the eyes and lips are what project the subject’s
beauty and self-esteem. Proof of this concept is found in the great painting “La Gioconda,” by
Leonardo da Vinci, or as it’s more commonly known, the “Mona Lisa.”

When da Vinci painted the “Mona Lisa” hundreds of years ago, he left something for the ages to
think about. The power of a photograph comes from the emotions it creates and the “movies in
the mind” it leaves. This should be a photographer’s goal when viewing the model through a
lens. The photographer should see and feel the right moment when he or she and the subject
click. When the subject displays a harmonious relationship in the corners of her eyes and lips;
that is the photographer’s cue.
It’s important to remember, the eyes do not smile without the lips, and vice versa. The
charismatic quality of a woman comes out in photographs using this technique, and
photographers who are able to achieve this harmony will succeed in photographic therapy.
Photographers shouldn’t preoccupy themselves with a model’s clothes, or what part of her body
is showing or not showing, until a photographer has learned to create a smile properly. A smile
only happens for a second; photographers must master their shooting skills to release the shutter

at that point in time. Learning how to create smiles, teeth or no teeth, takes practice, but
eventually a photographer can master this without thinking.
Once a photographer is confident in his ability to distinguish that smile, that moment in time,
then he is ready to move on and work with clients or subjects who approach him. Finding this
smile is not easy, as it’s not just a matter of looking. It’s a matter of how you ensure your subject
will be able to achieve that smile throughout the shooting session, so you can capture that
moment in time. Your subject came to you because she’s in the need of a “lift” in her life and
self-esteem, so don’t expect her to be smiling initially. This is another reason why establishing
rapport, along with effective
communication, is important.
Communication isn’t just
about asking the right
questions; it’s also about how
you ask those questions, when
you ask them, and where to
ask them. As explained in this
book, I always meet my
subject first, and this meeting
is usually preceded by a phone
conversation, during which I
make mental notes.
Sometimes I’ll even scribble
those notes on paper as a
reminder if the first meeting is
too far away from the initial
conversation.
I always schedule that meeting
with plenty of time allotted
and no distractions. We’ll
usually start out at a neutral
place, such as lunch at a
restaurant with an outdoor
area or private booth areas.
We continue the conversation
as we walk and talk or head
back to my studio or home
office. I do my best to avoid
her place first, even though it may become a studio for a future photography session.
Let Them Choose the Style
The reason I prefer to go to my place is to show the subject the work I’ve already done, in an
informal setting, usually sitting at the kitchen table or living room table. I also bring out glamour
and fashion photography books filled with photographs of great master photographers like

Robert Farber or John Kelly. I set down a box of paper clips next to three or four glamour
photography books, ask the subject to pick out images that suit her taste, images of ideas and
poses that we may be able to use as a starting point for our upcoming photo session.
I usually give the subject a few minutes to do this, while I excuse myself to pour a glass of water
or do something that gives the subject some time to herself. After I’ve seen some progress out of
the corner of my eye, I sit back down, grabbing the first paper-clipped book, and begin to study
the images chosen.
By studying these images, I can learn a lot, such as the subject’s limitations concerning sexiness,
clothing, or if she chooses to pose nude. I’m not in the habit of promoting nudity, but nudity has
played an important role in some photographic therapy subjects. With movies such as the Titanic
showing the “acceptance” of nude studies, most women today have no problems posing for
tasteful nudes. Some women who say they would never do such a thing, will give it a try if given
the opportunity, just to experience what it’s like to pose nude.

If this genre of photography is brought up, I explain to the subject that nudes are natural, and
further explain that 20 years from now, she may wish she had a nude image of herself to reflect
upon or for her husband to cherish. I never push the issue, however; the final decision is always
up to the subject.
As I continue to study the images, I look at how the models’ photos in the chosen book are
posed, what they’re wearing and what “look” they convey. These images for some reason where

chosen by the subject. Sometimes those reasons are hidden, and you have to politely ask, “Why
do you like this one?” I always make mental notes of the answers, and I start to use these and
other mental notes to help me summarize my subject’s character. Is she outgoing, free-spirited,
slightly conservative, does she project a slightly conservative demeanor but will wear more
provocative clothing?
No Subject Is Like Another
Many women would love to be like other women and it’s up to the photographer to identify this
magic person the subject would love to portray. I’ve had subjects wanting to feel young again,
but it’s not always youth they’re after; it’s the youthful style mixed with their own personal
womanhood. Some woman like the feeling of power and want to be portrayed in a powerful
manner; this can be done even while projecting sex appeal. Others prefer softer overtones in their
images.
I always talk to my subjects, learn
their needs and desires, while
being careful how I make my
statements. I don’t pry, I don’t
prod, I converse, and do this over
coffee, tea, water, or soda. I don’t
expect my subject to open up
immediately at the first meeting. I
give it time, but make sure we
both identify with the mutual
purpose: to get a better
understanding of each other so
when the first shoot comes, the
subject will project her feelings
naturally in her own photographs.
I often find my own feelings
projected through the subject’s
looks and facial expressions in the
photos we create. Often the mood
in the image is mine, but this will
not happen for every photographer
who practices photographic
therapy. I think that I feel this way
because of what I’ve experienced
in life and for the simple reason I
have a heart when it comes to
understanding a woman not to
mention more of my friends are women than men. My philosophy on this, which is based on my
own experiences, is that a man will screw another man over faster than a woman will screw a
man over, and vice versa, no matter how strong a friendship exists between two members of the
same sex.

I stress that it’s this first and subsequent meetings between the photographer and his subject that
will generate those smiles in the finished photographs. Learning about each other, from each
other, learning to meld together is what “becomes one” in that photograph. The photographer
may appear to be a knight in shining armor to a subject, but of course he’s not. He’s an
individual willing to give her deserved respect, as well as an ear that will listen, a heart that will
cry with hers, a brain that will not try to solve her problems, but one that will work with her
through her turmoil.

Don’t Solve Their Problems, Capture Their Needs
Men too often want to solve a woman’s problems, which comes from our need to be the lion of
our kingdom. This can cause a woman to be turned off rather quickly, even though women look
at men for strength. A photographer must remember he’s there as her photographer not her
husband. The old adage applies to men and photographers alike: “Take your time, enjoy it, and
it’ll always be there; tear it up and you’ll never see it again.”
Obtaining smiles successfully develops over time but is not controlled by time or by how quickly
the photographer feels he or she can accomplish it. A parallel with scotch: good scotch is
available, fine scotch is only available to those who want to invest in it. Fine-scotch drinkers
know the longer it takes to age in the barrel, the smoother and the finer the scotch will be.
Obtaining that smile is no different. If a subject is willing to invest what little she can, both in
time and money, she’ll probably get some good photographs, but will miss out on the finest

photographs she could’ve accomplished. The sad part is with photographic therapy, once you
stop, you almost have to start from scratch to make it work again if you wait too long in between
photo sessions.
Continuity is important. But once photographic therapy is successful, it can be maintained over
the years, much like a regular health check-up. An annual photography session is great for the
soul.
Women will invest their time and money if they know it will accomplish something positive.
That’s one reason glamour-style photo studios exist today, with glamour photography boutiques
in the mall being the most successful.
While I feel glamour photography
boutiques fill a void, I’m a firm
believer you get what you pay for.
If a woman is willing to spend
$50 for a sitting fee at the mall,
she will wind up with a smile or
two, showing teeth, but she can
secure real smiles and 10 times
the euphoria if she’s willing to
spend 30 times more in time,
money and effort. She has to
weigh in her mind which is the
better investment in the long run:
a $100 smile or a $1,000 smile,
the latter which carries an
experience that will be cherished
over time versus an experience
which is akin to going to the
optometrist for glasses. In fact,
it’s much like choosing a pair of
glasses because a cheap pair will
make you look so-so while a more
expensive designer frame can
make you look more fashionable.
Basically, if a subject wants
images to share with friends,
neighbors, husbands, boyfriends,
etc., and is feeling 110-percent
about her self-esteem and has
suffered no major traumatic
situation or downturn in life, then
glamour photography boutiques in the mall with their theatrical makeup is probably their best
value, but not necessarily an investment with a large return on investment.

Safe investments are normally long-term, generally with higher gains and lower risk over time,
while “value shopping” is short-lived, normally bought on impulse and forgotten in time.
However, if a subject wants to feel like a woman again, wants the feeling to last, wants to
experience that “glow” that others envy and truthfully find herself again while boosting her selfesteem, then photographic therapy is for her. A subject usually will enjoy having more natural
makeup to help her generate that look — a look that can paint 1,000 words.

The Photographer Is There for the Subject
All subjects of photographic therapy need to find a photographer they’ve heard of, and/or feel
comfortable with. They’ll have to spend precious time with him or her, respect their knowledge
and open their hearts to the photographer without losing their own dignity. They’ll have to shed
their inhibitions if this photographer is a member of the opposite sex. All potential subjects must
remember that regardless of the gender of the photographer, this is not a male/female situation,
it’s a subject/photographer relationship, nothing more.
Ultimately, the photographer is there for the subject, who is there for the photographer.
Though a subject may feel awkward at first, standing or lying down in a piece of lingerie or
skimpy bathing suit or leaving buttons open on a button-down dress, it helps when she is opened-

minded and helps the photographer find and capture the four-S’s: sultriness, sensuousness,
sexiness, and seductiveness.
Photographers hate lines (body marks), and red lines caused by undergarments take up to 45
minutes to go away. When a subject shows up at the studio or location, she should show up with
no underclothing, wearing loose-fitting sweats or something else, but stylish enough to wear in
case there is a traffic accident on the way to her location.
Photography has a fundamental
rule: what is pure white reflects
90 percent of the light that hits
it; what is pure black absorbs 90
percent of the light that hits it.
This rule is important to
remember, for the subject and
the photographer, when
choosing clothing for the
photographic therapy session.
If your subject wears a white bra
underneath her red sweater, the
white bra will stand out in the
final image. A woman with
blond body hair wearing a
black, sheer teddy, will be just
as revealing as a woman with
dark body hair in a sheer white
teddy. Though body hair seems
a thing of the past with the
younger generations, if a subject
is concerned about hair
showing, she should wear white
or “nude” colored garments if
she’s a natural blond and wear
black or dark colors if she’s not.
This applies only if the material she’s wearing is sheer and she has fears about hair showing
through the fabric. Sometimes the mere fact the hair shows through somewhat can add a hint of
spice to the image. Often with younger subjects — and I’m not speaking of minors here as I
don’t photograph minors for glamour — but if you’re comfortable, shave the hair before the
shoot or trim it very short, as some professional models do, and don’t worry about it.
What I stated earlier about the 90-percent fundamentals, I always tell my subjects up front. I do
this, so they can understand my shooting process and so when they receive their images after the
shoot, they are not surprised. The worse thing a photographer can do is surprise his subject with
something she wasn’t expecting. The photographer who does this will find himself starting over

to rebuild that rapport and find that smile he’s been trying to achieve all along. Once the
photographer has laid out the subject/photographer relationship and eliminated the male/female
ambience, he or she should be conversationally “open,” but tactful.
If you’re a photographer and are truly interested in helping people build or reclaim their selfesteem and want to capture that smile and help your subject throw some sun in her soul, then
you’ve started with the right book. One must understand that true smiles come by investing more
time and effort upfront to really feel and experience the potential of photographic therapy.
If you’re a husband or significant other hoping to help an important person in your life rebuild
her confidence and self- esteem, get her out in front of the camera, yours or even the cameras at
the glamour photography boutiques, then get her in front of a true professional photographer who
understands the photographic therapy process to maximize her “smiling” capability.

Chapter Twelve — Is It a Lens Barrel or a Gun Barrel?
Some will say that when 1994 Pulitzer Prize photographer Kevin Carter, 33, claimed his own life
from what many believed taking one too many heartbreaking photos, particularly an image of a
vulture sitting on the left of a starving Sudanese child waiting for the child to collapse, that
photography is a dangerous profession. I say, the lens barrel of photography has the potential of
being a gun barrel.

I myself have almost 40-years of experience as a professional photographer and most of those
years photographing women and a lot of those years is what I like to call photographic therapy. I
can tell you from my own experiences with photography and war, photography is deadly if not
executed properly.
What I mean by that, simply put, many photographic therapy clients come from my private
shoots. Many are usually married women or divorced and some are unhappy with their belt size
that age and child bearing years have brought them. The married ones often look for a spark or
sizzle to sustain their marriage and they do this through sexy photos.

While great glamour photos that meet their needs are not hard to accomplish as an experienced
photographer, many inexperienced photographers could actually do their subjects more harm
than good — thus potentially leading to their subject’s death.

Now that is a strong statement, and many are wondering how can this be true? As an example,
some of my private clients are women who want their photographs taken shortly after becoming
“Mom.” It’s a known fact that some new mothers can suffer from postpartum depression.
Depression is deadly and if a photographer doesn’t know what they are doing, poor photography
can reinforce the subject’s lethal depression already in place.
As photographers we must realize, we are not there to replace the psychiatrists’ couch, we’re
there to capture the inner and outer beauty of our subjects to hopefully add a layer of great
feelings that can help build or rebuild their self- esteem.
While photographic therapy is not usually practiced in the killing fields of a war zone as when
Pulitzer Prize photographer Eddie Adams captured his famous photo in Vietnam of Gen. Nguyen
Ngoc Loan executing a Viet Cong prisoner in Saigon, some forms of photography are deadly,
especially when photographing subjects in a depressed state of mind — as photographers, we
must recognize when it’s the right moment to pass up an assignment to a more qualified
colleague.

As the late Adams once put it about his famous photograph, “The general killed the Viet Cong; I
killed the general with my camera. Still photographs are the most powerful weapon in the world.
People believe them; but photographs do lie, even without manipulation.”
I share this with you
to remind you how
powerful photography
is, and it’s up to us
photographers, to do
our best in making
our clients happy with
the final results. Let’s
take photo- graphic
therapy serious, as life
is short, and we
certainly don’t want
the finger pointed at
our photos that
ultimately drove
someone over the
edge.
With that said, this
book was just the first
step in understanding
photographic therapy
and I’d like to
suggest, if you’re
serious about
photography, you
must respect it first,
just like respecting a
weapon.

